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Heavy Duty Tournament
Freestanding Tennis Posts
BX/DC 5192

Heavy Duty Steel Freestanding
Tennis Posts are ideal for use on
multi-sport courts where the tennis
posts need to sit on top of the ground.
Our tennis posts are widely considered as the best
tennis posts available in the UK due to the superior
build quality and longevity. The Heavy Duty Steel
Freestanding Tennis Posts are ideal for use on multisport courts where the tennis posts need to sit on top of
the ground and can be moved and stored away from the
court when not in use.
Includes:
1 x Freestanding Winder Post complete with
heavy duty brass winding mechanism.
1 x Freestanding Anchor Post.
Joining Bars.
Also available: Tournement Adjuster Band and Tennis
Post Trolleys (pair) made specifically for the above
posts.

Specification:
Manufactured from extra heavy duty 80mm
sqaure x 3mm thick steel with cast aluminium
top caps for un-rivalled stength.
The winder end post is fitted with the heavy
duty brass winding mechanism with internal
headline fitting and pulley.
A hook is fitted to the anchor end post to
secure the net headline.
Both winder and anchor posts are fitted with a
sturdy 'T' section base with wheels which join
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together with the heavy duty joing bars.
Painted in our standard traditional dark green.
Also includes stainless steel lacing bars that fit
on the inside of the posts to keep the net tight
and tidy.
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